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2nd grade websites classroom

Want more traffic, leads and sales? To increase traffic and revenue, submit your blog below. Blog for Blog submits an interesting journey through my work as a sophomore teacher. Blog firstgradenest.com Facebook Fans 28.1K ↔ Social Engagement 5 (i) ↔ Domain Agencies 37 (i) ↔ Alexa Rank 518.1K (i) View latest posts Get the latest post email contacts ↔ 2. Surfin' second
through Hawaii, a sophomore teacher in Hawaii for an American blog. She loves surfing and sharing about her adventures in the classroom and at sea. Since February 2012, Blog surfinthroughsecond.com is a second-year teacher who provides tips for all second-year students on Facebook fan 14.4K ↔ Twitter followers 2.4K ↔ Domain Authority 35(i) ↔ Alexa Rank 4.5M(i) View
latest posts Email Contact 3. Frequency 2 posts / twitter followers from Waldo Elementary School teacher blog blog amylemons.com 6.5K ↔ Instagram followers 94.4K ↔ Domain agency 41 (i) ↔ Alexa ranking 955.8K (i) View latest posts ↔ Email contacts 4. Around Campfire Arizona, an educational blog with ideas and imprints for leading teachers on blogs! Frequency 2 posts /
month since May 2012 blog aroundthekampfire.com/blog Facebook fans 13.5K ↔ Social engagement 8 (i) ↔ Domain agency 26 (i) ↔ Alexa rank 175.6K (i) View latest posts get email contacts ↔ 5. Sophomore Las Vegas, Nevada, USA blog about saddle sharing ideas and inspiring others sophomore education blog. Since November 2012, blogs saddleupfor2ndgrade.com
Facebook fans 7K ↔ Twitter followers 8↔ Instagram followers 28.9K ↔ Social engagement 3(i) ↔ Domain Indetier3(i) ↔ Alexa Rank 2M(i) View latest posts ↔ Email contact 6. Sophomore Hama Hurey! Wisconsin, USA blog for educational tips, ideas, giveaways, and resources for elementary school teachers. Blog hippohoorayforsecondgrade.com Facebook fans 9.1K ↔ Twitter
followers 71 ↔ Instagram followers 9.8 K ↔ Domain agencies 39 (i) ↔ View latest posts ↔ Email contacts 7. Laurie's sophomore skills blog by Layton, Utah, Laurie is a sophomore for ideas and resources in the United States. Frequency 1 Post / Month Blog lorys2ndgradeskills.com Facebook Fan 1.7 K ↔ Domain Agency 29 ↔ Alexa Rank 1.4 M View Latest Posts Get Email
Contacts ↔ 8. Sophomore Ventura by Sliding, California, blog for education blog Kelly Daniel Frequency 1 post/blog sliding blog in January 2ndgrade.blogspot.. Facebook Fans 2K ↔ Twitter Followers 205 ↔ Instagram Followers 15 ↔ Social Engagement 2 ↔ Domain Authorities 21 ↔ View latest posts ↔ Email contacts 9. A small place for teachers to share ideas about
education in their second year for today's blog. Lots of freebies and cool ideas to implement in any classroom! Frequency 3 Posts Also on the Canadian education blog blog todayinsecondgrade.blogspot.com Facebook fans 2.3K ↔ Twitter followers 37 ↔ Instagram followers 3.6K ↔ Domain Authority 22 ↔ View latest posts get email contacts ↔ 10. On a sunny day in sophomore
Florida, blog blog sunnydin super grade.blogs.. Facebook Fans 13.1K ↔ Twitter Followers 4.1K ↔ Instagram Followers 14.7K ↔ Domain Authority 37 ↔ View latest posts ↔ Email contact 11. Smile and Shine in Minnesota sophomores, free math worksheets for blogs, grammar worksheets, and more for free and sophomore education blogs. Frequency 9 post/year blog smile god
secondgra.. Facebook Fans 9.1K ↔ Instagram Followers 2.8K ↔ Social Engagement 2 ↔ Domain Agency 25 ↔ Alexa Rank 1.1M views Get the latest post email contacts ⭐. She has been a teacher for more than 20 years, most of whom were in elementary school. Frequency 2 Posts / Annual Blog simplyskilledinsecond.com Facebook Fans 28.4K ↔ Instagram Followers 15.5K
↔ Social Engagement 1.9K ↔ Domain Agency 23 ↔ Alexa Rank 2.2M View Latest Posts Get Email Contacts. Sophomore California Sparkling, a sophomore educational blog for U.S. blog Frequency 1 post/week blog sparklinginsecondgrade.com Facebook fan 9.1K ↔ Twitter followers 2K ↔ Instagram followers 70.5K ↔ Social engagement 3 ↔ Domain agency 32 ↔ Alexa rank
3.3M View the latest posts ↔ Get email contacts ↔ Rock and roll teacher material for active classroom use in Carmel, Indiana, blog Hillary Lewis to create quality educational materials for classroom use. Hilary Lewis is a sophomore teacher in Carmel, Indiana, at College Tree Elementary School. Frequency 1 post/branch blog rockinteachermaterials.blogs.blogs.blogs. Facebook
Fan 14.5K ↔ Twitter Followers 2.3K ↔ Instagram Followers 2.3K ↔ Domain Authority 29↔ Alexa Rank 1.5M View Latest Posts Get Email Contact Teacher Site ↔ Aline, C. - Grade 3 Attica Elementary School Nurse's Office Site Attica Elementary School Homepage Attica Elementary School Homepage L. - Athletic Viniaszewski, J. - Sophomore Calkins, D. - Sophomore Callan, C.
- Occupational Therapy Conway, M. - Speech Crawley, A. - Counselor Danahi, M. - 1st Grade David, T. - 3rd Grade Knock, L. - Special Education Edwards, J. - Grade 3 Eldridge, J. - AIS Reading Farrell, J. - Music George, C. - AIS Reading George, C.- Grade 3 Grevin, C. - AIS Mathematics Haniszewski, A. - Special Education Hayes, B. - Kindergarten Hertel, C. - Kindergarten
Hopfinger, R. - Sophomore Janes, K. - Kindergarten Janes, S. - Sophomore Lewinsky, S. Art McDonald, A. Pre K. , S. - 4th Grade Arm, H. - &amp;amp; Language Parkhurst, N. - 1st Grade Pessin, K. - 4th Grade Reynolds, T. - 1st Grade Raleigh, T. - AIS Reading Tambe, A. - AIS Math Villagi, A. - Kindergarten Vinz, T. - 3th Grade Wangelin, S. - 1st Grade Weber, D. - Dean of
Special Education, N. - Special Education Emery, B. - Grade 1 Reynolds, Non-Special | Save education PDF Help Center Privacy Terms community guidelines© common sense media. All rights reserved. Common sense and other related names and logos are trademarks of Common Sense Media, a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization (FEIN: 41-2024986). Common Sense is the
country's leading independent non-profit organization committed to empowering children to thrive in the world of media and technology. Families, educators, and policymakers turn unbiased information and trusted advice into common sense so that they can learn how to harness the positive power of media and technology for every child. Welcome to Mrs. Young's classroom
website! Hi second graduate and family, thank you for visiting my classroom website. I will continue to search the website as it will be updated throughout the school year. Here are some important things to look for: About me, Sir, Mrs. Young daily schedule event classroom newsletter photography my goal is to create another way to connect with my students and their families on
our website. Hopefully you will also use some of the resources for your students.  There is a separate page with information translated into Spanish for Spanish families. youngb@fortschools.org second-year website disclaimer: It is not the penfield school district's intention to promote certain commercial interests. These links are provided to our users to assist in downloading
information and do not represent endorsements of this particular software product or company. The district is not responsible for the information accessed through this link. Mrs Blackburn's site Penfield Central School Second Grade at Disbner Primary School is full of curiosity and enthusiasm for learning. Parents can supplement their education with amazing sophomore websites
and activities for kids to enjoy at home with their families. (They don't even know they're learning!) These learning links and fun activities will help children build skills in literacy, math, science and social studies - plus we include just a few for pleasure. Want to spend more sophomore websites and activities in your inbox each week? Sign up for our newsletter! Just head over,
WeAre teachers can collect a share of the sales from the links on this page. We only recommend items that our team likes! Reading and language arts activities Most teachers will tell you the best thing you can do with your child at home, read, read, read! This title, The Life of Cynthia Lyland It's especially relevant when we talk about finding beauty around us every day and finding
strength in adversity. And check out 49 more of the best books for the second grader. If you want a free e-book option, you can download it to your home device, and check this source for free e-books.  Listen to what you read aloud. Research shows that listening to fluent readers read aloud is one of the ways to build a better reader. And luckily for us, many of our favorite writers
are providing online reading sounds and activities on social media. Other celebrities including Mac Barnett, Oliver Jeffers and Peter Reynolds. For more information, read online - check out the large list of children's authors who are doing loud activities. Audible also offers free audiobooks for children when school is closed. Treat your sophomore to classic titles like Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland.  Practice writing. Encourage your child to write in their journals every day. Here are 36 writing prompts for sophomores that stimulate creativity and support writing development. Why are you a hero? I have the same question. What is your favorite? And what would a teacher teach? Not only will your child receive writing exercises, but they will also learn
more about them as individuals.  Perform word action activities. Check out the website IXL for word work activities suitable for sophomores. Activities range from basics and strategies to vocabulary and grammar.  Play the game. Many board games help strengthen the literacy skills of young learners. Check out their bingo game using sight words or try one of these games: Apples
on Apple Jr. or Doodle Jr.  Math activities play math games. Hands-on activities are a great way to practice math concepts and understand them more deeply. Try rush hour or mystery bags. Want more ideas, and check out the best sophomore math games.  Play the card. A simple deck of solitaire can provide several ways to practice your math skills. It can also be used for
fractional (fractional war), sequencing (pyramid solitaire), or addition and subtraction (nearby currency). Find out more here. Read a book about mathematics. Storybooks are a great way to introduce and reinforce math concepts for young learners. Learn about basic chitological concepts with this book, Sir Cuffance, and Cindy Neuschwander's first round table. For more titles,
check out the picture book list for mathematics.  Play your favorite board game. There are so many board games that teach kids basic math concepts. Yatji, battleship, sorry! ... Or another of our favorites, Add and Subtract Pop. Practice your math skills. Hands-on learning and math games are the best way to learn math, but worksheets have places where kids can practice
working independently. Check it out for free Sophomores on concepts such as regrouping, math puzzles, speaking time and Education.com to say more about the world.  Scientific activities study the weather. Start the weather forecast with your child. Every day they staple a few sheets of computer together, they can write a sentence or two about the weather and draw a picture.
Also, check out this large list of books on weather and easy weather activities to do at home.  Visit the aquarium. Take a virtual field trip to learn about aquatic life. Here are our favorites - The Georgia Aquarium's Ocean Voyager Webcam JellyCam at the Monterey Bay Aquarium, and the Seattle Aquarium. Need other ideas? Check out the full list of virtual field learning. Do a
science experiment at home. Learn about density, erosion, water cycles, and more with these fun and engaging sophomore science activities. Make friends with gorillas.  Watch the gorillas as they play, eat and relax in the forest habitat of the Democratic Republic of the Congo, in time for the Grace Gorilla Forest corridor cam. For a complete list of natural webcams, click here. 
Take advantage of more free resources.  Create free accounts on PBS Learning Media and access images, videos, and interactive classes on topics such as life sciences, physical sciences, earth, space sciences, and more.   Adjusting social research activities for Brainpop Jr. Brainpop Jr. is free to use for families affected by school closures. It's an amazing resource that delivers
fun and engaging videos, games, and quizzes throughout the curriculum. Take a look at the community, civil rights, American history and more with Annie and Moby here. Note: For students in grades 3-5, check Brainpop and check brainpop ELL for English learners. Learn inside and outside the village. Use Google Maps to explore your neighborhood. Zoom in to find familiar
landmarks like your child's school, grocery store, and library. Zoom out and see the neighboring communities that are surrounded.  Check out our social study website.  Learn all about the different types of maps, the history of The Fourth of July, or explore the Smithsonian Museum. We have compiled a large list of more than 40 of the best social research websites. Plan lessons,
do virtual museum tours and apprenticeships, play games, and play!  Study history (family).  Source: Pedigree TemplatesA look at family photo albums and talk about family history. Face time Grandma and grandpa are asked to share old stories. Download one of the free templates and create your own pedigree. Go old school. Introduce your old favorite kids: SchoolHouse Rock!
I just made a lasting impression on this old-fashioned video, funny, informative, and with popular tunes like Bill, Thuring, three branches of government Just recycle old crayons into new works for fun activities.  Check out 24 unbelievable things you can do with broken crayons. From letter crayons to handmade candles to glowing paper lanterns, these ides will give your kids a great
time.  Build a fortress! Children don't need encouragement to make a fortress - it's a skill they seem to come naturally to. While they need some new inspiration, this hilarious video of creating a pillow fortress on a wiki has thousands of videos on how 4 methods are for learners of all ages.  There are puzzling challenges. Before Mount Everest discovered what is the highest
mountain in the world? Or what can you ever catch without touching it? Encourage some direct thinking with questions such as: These questions and 99 more can be found here.  Build! Design engineering challenges for your child to build... Use Lego bricks or other building toys like the tallest structure (or the largest, longest, strongest, etc.) or use common household items such
as toothpicks and marshmallows, index cards, dough, straws, plastic cups, paper clips, or cardboard boxes to solve big art projects.   The project was created for the classroom, but it's easy for families to do (it can take a long time). Having a project to work with not only create something beautiful, but also create a family bond. Create bottle cap mosaics, life-size rainbow fish or
giant woven walls.  What are your favorite sophomore websites and activities? Share it in the comments!  Also, don't forget to sign up for weekly emails to get more ideas! If your child needs a break from learning online, this brain break for 50 kids will help them re-energize and re-focus.  Switching to page 2 online learning can be a big adjustment, but directly like school, it can't be
all work and play! Here are 20 fun zoom games for kids that you can use to relax in traditional training courses and keep your kids involved.  1. Given the two equally absurd choices you would rather (child version), children should choose between options. Fun and revealing, students will love the fast rounds of this game.  2. Freeze Dance This is more of a fun activity than a
game, but the kids get up and go (and grooving!). It is suitable after instruction block. Put on fun music and encourage your kids to show you the best dance moves. When the music stops, everyone stops. The still-dancing man sits down to see his class friends. 3. First Letter, Last Letter This is a fun word game that helps to strengthen your spelling and vocabulary skills. Select a
category, such as Animals. The first player names the animal. For example, a dog. The next player must name the animal that starts. last letter as a giraffe.  4. Mad Reeves Mad Reeves is not only a fun way to tell outlandish stories, but also a great way to practice some of your speeches. Students enter one of these online versions and then share it with the class! 5. I spy a quick
round of spies and test students' observation skills. Select an object in the background of the screen. For example, I monitor something green. Students alternately guess what the object is. You can also choose something from someone else's background. For example, I spy on something that looks soft in Taylor's background. 6. This fun alphabet game of people, places or things
gives students the practice of recognizing and naming nouns. Player one must name the person, place or thing starting with the letter A and start with the letter A (note: 'person' can be expanded to include any living stuff, if you want). The next player must say nouns, etc. starting with the letter B. Rotate until play continues and reaches Z for each student.  7. Detective this fun
guessing game gives kids a chance to get some of their wobbles. Select one student as a detective, mute the microphone, close your eyes and ask him to count as thirty. Select another student as It. A player who is It begins an action such as tapping himself on the head. All the other students banged their heads along the suit. When the detective has finished counting, they open
their eyes and observe the group. It changes behavior, such as clapping together, when a detective thinks he's looking at someone else. All other students change their behavior as well. The detective gets three guesses to catch a player who is It.  8. Prepare the board with random items such as memory brushes, pencils, thread spools, etc. Give students 20 seconds (or many
who think it's appropriate) to memorize what they see. Students won't be able to list items or take screenshots. They just need to be memorized with sight. Make the board invisible and remove one item. Show it back on the board and see who can name the missing items the fastest.  9. This stupid activity on your head will take a few minutes and you are sure to get a group laugh.
For example, name an object, such as a tree or lion. Each student must place a whiteboard (or a piece of paper over the book) over their heads and draw a named object. When they think they are done, they take their picture off their heads and show it to the group.  10. Rock, paper, scissors another quick challenge. The purpose of this version of the familiar game is not to win,
but you can see the number of rounds to stay in the game versus the teacher. Play begins with 1, 2, and 3 shooting. Make sure everyone has their own choices and others can see their choices If your choice of teacher beat you, you're out. If not, you keep playing.  11. Online Mingle meetings have put a damper on spontaneous conversations between students and students. You
can taste the conversation with your students by asking new and interesting questions. Come up with a few of your own or try this fun card pack in Let's Mingle. Build students' social and emotional skills and be good as a team building activity.  12. Mystery Man Many teachers start the school year by having students fill out their interest lists. Here's one example: Email each
student an inventory so they can fill it out and return it (ask them to have a star next to everything they don't share). When you receive all your inventory, you can play the game. Share three answers from one student's inventory and give students the opportunity to guess who you're talking to. If no one can, give one more clue. Continue until someone guesses or reveals
themselves to a group of people.  13. Start telling a story with a story chain. One day, for example, I was walking through a shady forest. I thought I was alone, but all of a sudden... If you want to tell the next part of the story, invite students to raise their hands. Select a student to continue with the story (one or two lines only) and have them select the next storyteller in the same
way. Continue until it is one chance for everyone who wants a wish to contribute. When you step back and the story sinks, you can see the story up close. 14. Mystery Sound This is a fun activity that tests students' perception. Take something with your hands that are not visible from the camera and make a sound. For example, bend a piece of paper, hit a spoon on the edge of a
glass, or snap your finger. Have students alternately guess what they hear. 15. This classic road trip game with 20 questions is suitable for online learning. Choose topics that might be of interest to your students, such as animals, events, and topics you study. Each student can ask a question only once and make one guess per turn. Don't let students blur their answers. To track,
ask a student to track the number of questions. 16. Simon says that even though simon's game has been around forever, the kids still love it! Everyone should stand in front of the computer and start playing by calling action. When students come out, have them sit down until only one student stands.  17. This fun game with 5 second rules gives students 5 seconds to name 3
novel books or 3 names that fit into a specific category, such as name 3 insects. Sounds easy, but not so much in 5 seconds! Buy the Fifth Rule Junior Board game or get a flashcard from the online quiz for free.   18. Last word this game works best for small of students. Set who is first, second, and back before playing. Enter your order in the chat box so students can keep track of
it. Select a title and an alphabet letter. For example, a snack food that starts with the letter P. timer settings, and lists items to each student in order. Continue until the timer turns off. The last person to name before the buzzer is turned off wins the round. Check out their last word game card or buy a board game here.   19. Category this game is an advanced version of the game
above and like board game Scattergolies. However, instead of each student naming one thing in a round-robin way, each person fills in several categories of spaces that begin with a specific character. Try this online version for free to automatically generate rounds.  20. Taboo this game really challenges people's communication skills. For the game, use clue cards with clue words
at the top of the card and taboo words listed below. The objective of the game is to provoke teammates to guess as many clue words as possible in 60 seconds without a player inging out one of the taboo words listed below.  This version of the board game includes kid-friendly cards as well as more challenging ones. Or try this free online version that automatically generates
cards.  In addition, a couple of helpful tools: Word Generator These two websites automatically generate words and phrases for games like Fiction, Charades, Catchphrases, etc.: Game Gal and Random Word Generator. Name Generator Most teachers have a favorite way to randomly select names so that all students can participate. Wheel of The Name is a fun online tool that
rotates the wheels (Lucky Allah Wheel) to choose the next person. Simply provide the full student's name and whirlwind. What is your favorite fun zoom game to play with kids? With sharing from our WeAre Teachrs helpline group on Facebook.  In addition, download our free printable scavenger hunt for kids.  Child. 
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